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INTRODUCTION 

The validity of age determination of white-tail deer, Odocolieus 

virginianus (Rafinesque), and mule deer, Odocolieus hemionus (Rafinesque), 

based on tooth wear and develooment (TWD) is being questioned as a re

liable and accurate means of determining the proper age of such animals. 

Age dete~ination of deer by this method apaears to have some serious 

limitations. At oresent, Kansas biologists do not attem~t to determine. 

the ,exact age of deer over 3~5 years of age bec1'l11se of the difficulty 

of interoreting tooth wear of animals beyond t1is age. Teeth are also 

known to be worn down at varying rates depending uoon the amount of ab

rasive material on the vegetation upon which deer feed. Ransom (1966) 
.. 

stated that Severinghaus and Cheatum (1956) found deer from a sand-

blown area of Massachusetts and a dusty area of Texas showed tooth wear 

to be aa~roximately double that of deer from New York. It would seem 

reasonable to assume that similar conditions would also be found in 

Kansas deer. Soil conditions and habitat vary greatly between eastern 

ana western sections of the state. There is also the oroblem of vary

ing interpretations of wear by individual biologists. 

Recently biologists have been using a new aging technique (Low 

and Cowan 1963, Gilbert 1966, and Ransom 1966). This consists of ex

amining thin sections made from the teeth and counting what has· been 

determined to be annlJlar structures in the dental cementum of the teeth. 

Research by Low and Cowan (1963), working with known-age deer, revealed 

thClt these stZO'lctlJreS could be directly related to the animAls' age. 

The arimary objective of this sVldy was to develoo a relatively 

fast relil3-':;le technique by which deer may be aged, and to ascertain 
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the differences between ~ges assigned by the tooth wear and develop

ment nethod as comoared to ages assigned by the annuli count (AC) method. 
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MET~ODS AND MATERIALS 

Various techniques have previously been used in preparing deer 

teeth for age detennination examination. Most of these techniques 

were time consuming and, for this reason, were not considered as orac

tical game management tools by Kansas Forestry Fish and Game oersonnel. 

Obtaining Deer for the Study 

. Sixty teeth l1sed for this study were obt~ined from mandi hles col

lected by the Kansas Forestry Fish and Game Commission during the 1968 

and 1969 Kansas firearms deer seasons. In addition, 970 teeth from 

deer killed during the 1971 Kansas firearms season were also aged. The 

larger grollo contained teeth from both white-tail and mule deer. All 

teeth were contributed by Bill Peabody, Big Game Project Leader of the 

Kansas Forestry Fish and Game Commission. 

Twenty mandibles from white-tail deer were selected from each of 

three different age groups, 2.5 years, 3.5 years and 3.5+ years, for 

a total of 60 deer. The deer had oreviously been assigned these ages 

by biologists using the TWD method. This technique was described by 

Severinghaus (1949). 

Jaws were selected randomly, with the only criterion being that 

the 1-1, or orimp.ry incisor, not be extensively damaged. These same 

jaws were later examined individllally and aged by five exoerienced 

hiologists, so that ag~s could be compared with ages detennined by the 

AC method. 
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Preparing Teeth for Examination 

Primary incisors were removed from the jaw by using a diamond 

trim saw. Cuts through the jaw were made parallel to the long axis 

of the teeth, posteriorly to slightly past the root tip, then later

ally just behind the root tip to free the two teeth. Teeth were 

then soaked in water and any flesh adhering to the tooth surfaces 

was carefully removed with a razor blade. 

Ground sagital sections of the teeth were then prepared. While 

holding the tooth crown, opposite sides of the root area were 

flattened with a medium grade electric grinder wheel until the tooth 

was approximately one-third its original width. Any remaining flesh 

was removed and the crown severed after making small notches with 

the wheel edges at the crown base; slight pressure caused the crown 

to break off easily. It is advisable to perform the above procedure 

under a fume hood as some odor and dust particles are produced. 

Ground sections of the flattened tooth root were made by using 

moist lOO-grade carborundum grinding powder on glass plates. A 

small cork stopper was held on the flattened tooth and by using a 

circular motion, the initial grinding of the section was completed. 

Sections were then rinsed to remove the grinding powder. Final 

polishing of the section was done in the same manner using 280-grade 

powder. Sections of .008 rom. thickness can be quickly prepared in 

this manner. 

Finished sections were rinsed in tap water. Any remaining 

carborundum powder or foreign materials were removed with a camel 
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hair brush. and sections then allowed to air dry. Final rinsing 

of the section was in xyleen. No further dehydration was necessary 

if all flesh had previously been removed. Kleermount was used to 

mount sections on microscope slides under cover glasses. Sections 

were ohse!ved with a transmitted light microscope. A section 

can be prepared and analyzed with this technique in less than 15 

minutes. 

A Wild Photomicrographic camera. I model. loaded with 

Polaroid type 107 film. and mounted on a Wild M-20 phase 

microscope was used to take tooth photographs. Exposure time 

varied from two to seven seconds. 

Standard deviation and t-tests at the .05 significance level 

were calculated to analyze variations between TWD ages and AC ages. 



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Tooth Structure 

The general structure of a deer's primary incisor is shown in 

Figure 1. In the cementum of these teeth there are usually alter

nating light and dark lines. Previous studies (Gilbert 1966, Low 

and Cowan 1963, and Lockard 1972) found that the number of these 

lines is directly correlated with the deer's age. Each dark line 

represents the end of one year in a deer's annual cycle; a light 

area between dark lines represents time which elapsed between the 

deposition of any two dark lines. 

Time of Annuli Formation 

There is a difference of opinion as to the period in the 

deer's annual cycle which is represented by the dark line. Low 

and Cowan (1963), as well as Gilbert (1964), have attributed dark 

line formation to seasonal differences in food availability and 

growth rate. Light areas were thought to represent summer growth 

while the darker areas were assumed to be laid down during the 

restricted winter growth periods. 

Lockard (1972), while working with known-age deer from Ohio, 

found no evidence of annuli beginning to form in deer in the ninth 

and tenth months of their annual cycle. Because of this, he 

concluded that the dark lines were more probably laid down during 

the eleventh and twelfth months of the annual cycle. In Ohio, as 

in Kansas, the eleventh and twelfth months are March and April. 
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These months are usually well past any prolonged winter stress 

period which would suggest that the dark lines are not indicative 

of slowed winter growth as previously assumed. 
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Figure 1. Ground section of a deer incisor. A. Pulp cavity. 
B. Dentine-cementum interface. C. Cementum. D. Area of cementum 
from D to root tip was found best for annuli examination. 
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There are, however, two events which might evoke sufficient 

stress to cause formation of the dark lines during the eleventh 

and twelfth months. In Kansas, the peak fawning period is in June. 

Taylor (1956) noted that Nichol (1938) found during pregnancy and 

periods of heavy nursing that females have an increased food require

ment and that pregnant does have a higher food requirement than unbred 

does. In males, this is the period when antlers are beginning to 

form. Taylor (1956) refers to Nichol's findings that the food 

requirement of bucks increases to meet the heavy demands of antler 

production. It would seem plausible that these two periods of high 

nutritional requirements, particularly the increased demands for 

minerals, could cause the deposition of the dark annuli. 

If the annuli are formed in this spring-early summer period, 

then failure to successfully breed or poor antler development could 

cause the absence or reduction of dark lines. This would be particu

larly true in yearlings (1.5 years of age) of both sexes. A few 

tooth sections from 1.5 year old deer were observed during this 

study as well as by Ransom (1966) but because of lack of breeding 

evidence or knowledge of antler development no conclusion can be 

reached. More research on the time and cause of annuli formation 

seems merited. 

The amount of time required for the formation of the dark lines 

is also uncertain. Lockard (1972) observed that when compared to the 

light areas, the darker lines represent two months' growth. The size" 

of the darker areas in this study were highly variable; too variable, 

in fact, to give any accurate indication as to the length of time 

required for their deposition. 
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Interpretation of Annuli 

The criteria established for age determination of deer using 

grollnd sections are illustrated in Figure 2. Six dark lines can be 

distinguished which indicate that the det:r was in his sixth year of 

life and not yet into his seventh. Since the deer used in this study 

were all collected ouring the December hunting season, and June is the 

~eak fawning oeriod in Kansas, one-half year was added to all ages. 
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Exam:)les of anmJli COlmt age determination are shown in Figl1re 3. 

Ann1l1i in these sections are readily discernible, however, interoreta

tion of the annuli can be di fficnl t and individual interoret~tions can 

vary. Any time an animal r s age was uncertain, the anml1i were re-examined 
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by more than one researcher. Annuli were not always easily aiscernible 

and this necessitated more than one examination of some sections. In 

several c~ses, both orimary incisors were sectioned before a final age 

was ascertained. 

1 
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rigure 3. Series of tooth sections from 1.5 thrm1gh 6.5 year old deer. 
Each numbered line re?resents one year. " .), j~ 

SPli t Annuli 

Di vided dark lines, or soli t annuli, as in Figure L, can lead 

to problems of inter?retation. i'1ost often such lines were not seoarated 

for their entire length and the distance of the seoaration was less 

..:-.., ._~ 
;--~~~: 
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than that of the light areas between well-defined annuli. On other 

occasions, as shown in Figure 5, the distance between such lines (A) 

was comparable to the distances between separated annuli. If these 

aark lines were of a width similar to adjacent annuli, they were then 

considered to be joined annuli rather than a soli t annuh,s • 
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ae~icts the divided aark line. Other annuli are also split. 
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Figure 5. Joined anmlli (A) in tooth from a 3.5 year old deer. 

Low and Cowan (1963) believed the solit lines are exem~lary of 

the rlltting season and termed them "rut lines." However, Lockard (1972) 

fO'Jnd split annllli in the incisor of a castrated buck, as well as in 

351 :)ercent of a known-age female sam~le. S~li t annuli were also fOlmd 
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in the incisors of both sexes during this research. From this it 

W011ld seem evident that the lines are not rut lines. There is still 

no evidence to exolain why some annuli are divided. In a few sec

tions there were faint lines of unknown origin, al tholJgh they provided 

little interference in annuli interpretation. 

All readings of the annuli were taken in the area of the cemen

t'Jm ..i th the greatest width. This was done to insure that the maximum 

number of annuli were observed. Both sides of the teeth were examined 

.. to insure accuracy. 

Most sections exhibit easily readable anmlli, but as oreviously 

noted, several sections 9resented some diffic1l1ty (Figure f.). The 

difficul t s'ections were usually from older age deer, where the outer

most annuli were ffioreclosely grou'Jed than were the inner annuli. The 

age assigned to this deer was 12.5years. 

'. 

I ' 

~:!.". .'17...... 
- 11 

Figure 6. Tooth from deer consiaered to be 12.5 years old. Dots are 
used to aeJict each annulus. 

The sta te-wide saffiJle of 970 deer was also aged by the annuli 

c01mt method. The techniclUe worked eQl1ally well on both white-tail 

and ml11e deer incisors. During the orocessing of teeth it ..as f01md 
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that incisors removed from mule deer were generally of a harder tex

ture than were those from white-tails, and they required more time to 

prepare. 

In addition, both mule deer and white-tails from the western 

two-thirds of the state generally possessed incisors of a harder 

substance than did deer collected in the eastern one-third of Kansas. 

A possible explanation for this is that ground water in western Kansas 

has a greater flour ide content than does that of eastern Kansas and 
. 

would, therefore, result in harder teeth in deer that drink water 

with the greater flouride content (Bridge 1972). Whether teeth of 

a harder nature would show sufficiently less wear to be incorrectly 

aged by the TWO method is not known. Incisors from deer in the 

eastern one-third of Kansas did show more visible wear than the incisors 

from deer of corresponding ages in western Kansas. 

Discussion of Results 

Ages determined by TWO were compared to those ages ascertained 

by annuli count. All age data were grouped according to ages assigned 

by the AC method. 

Comparison of TWO Ages to AC Ages 

Table I shows the mean ages determined by each of the biologists 

as compared to those ages assigned by the AC method. Note that varia

tions among ages estimated by biologis~s increase as deer ages increase. 

In the 2.5 year age class, ages range from 2.57 to 2.96 with the mean 

age assigned by the five biologists being 2.77. The 3.5 age class ranges 

from 3.5 to a high of 3.73, the mean being 3.62. For 4.5 year olds, 
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the biologists' range was from 4.31 to 5.50 with an average of 4.80. 

In the 5.5 age group they ranged from 5.16 to 7.16, the mean age being 

5.82. For the 6.5 year old deer, the range was from 6.16 to 8.50 with 

the mean at 6.86 years. 

TABLE I. Comparison of average ages (in years) estimated from TWD 
method by biologists with ages assigned by AC method. Letters A through 
E indicate individual biologists. 

AC . BIOLOGISTS' NO. IN 
AGE A B C D E AVERAGE SAMPLE 

2.50 2.96 2.96 2.65 2.57 2.73 2.77 13 

3.50 3.73 3.73 3~59 3.50 3.59 3.62 21 

4.50 5.50 4.95 4.31 4.86 4.40 4.80 11 

5.50 7.16 5.83 5.16 5.83 5.16 5.82 3 

6.50 8.50 7.16 6.16 6.83 5.66 6.86 6 

.. 
For the total of the 60 deer, the biologists were in agreement 

with the annuli count method 161 of 300 times (60 deer x 5 biologists = 

300 age estimation) or 53 percent. Biologists' estimated ages exceeded 

the annuli count age 85 times, 28 percent, and were less than annuli 

ages 54 times, 18 percent (Table II). The discrepencies between over 

aging and under aging would not balance each other. 

Gilbert and Stolt (1970) found that ages determined by tooth 

wear reflected a tendency to over-estimate ages in young deer and under

estimate those in older age groups when compared to the AC method. A 

similar tendency was shown in this study. Deer determined to be 6.5 

years or less by annuli count were under-estimated 33 times, 12 percent, 

and over-estimated 84 times, 31 percent, by the five biologists. How

ever, deer determined to be older than 6.5 years were over-estimated 
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only one time, .G2 oercent, and underaged by the biologists 21 times, 

8L oercent. 

TA 5LE II. N1.,mber of deer correctly aged, over-aged ana unaer-aged by 
five biologists for each age group determined by annuli count. 

AGE CORRECTLY OVER UNDER NUl'1BER- IN 
GROPP AGED AGED AGED SAMPLE 

1.5 5 0 0 5 
2.5 47 18 0 tS5 
3.5 70 25 10 105 
L.5 24 20 11 55 

(5.5 7 2 15 
f.5 tS 14 10 30 
7.5 2 0 8 10 
p.5 1 1 8 10 
8.5+ 0 0 5 5 

TOTAL 161 85 54 300 

The t-test at the .05 significance level was aoolied to analyze 

vRriations between TWO ageS and AC ages (Table III). 'For each age 

grou~ determined by the AC method, calculated t was figured for the 

average of ages assigned by inaividual biologists to the same gro119 

of teeth. There was a significant difference between ages in only 

six instances. 

Figure 7 illustrates the average percentage of agreement of TWD 

assigned ages with AC determined ages. Note that in the higher age 

gro1JOs the oercent of ;;greement decreases and the r;;nge of agreement 

And standard deviation increase. 

Percent of agreement by each of the biologists with the annuli 

cOlmt method is de'Jicted in Fig1Jre 8. The tendency of decline in 

agreement with increase in age can be seen. 
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TA BLE III. Res111 ts of t-test At the .05 significance level calC1JlA.ted 
to Analyze difference between ages assigned by each of five hiolo~ists 

using TWD method with ages determined by AC method. Columns A through 
E reoresent calCl)lated t for each biologist in age grouns 2.5 - f.5 
years. Figllres less than or eOllal to table t indicate no significant 
ciifference; figl1res greater than table t show a significA.nt difference 
in ages. 

AGE . A B C D E 
TABLE 

t 
NO. IN 
SM1PLE 

2.5 4.00* 4.00* 2.06 1.30 2.67* 2.06 13 

3.5 1. 79 2. 39~~ 0.26 0.0 1.10 2.09 21 

L.'S L.76* 1.80 1.31 2.11 0.05 2.23 11 

5.S 1.32 0.71 0.27 0.26 0.27 L.30 3 

6.5 3.33* 1.55 o~80 0.77 2.11 2.57 6 

* indicates significant difference 

The total of 53 oercent agreement by biologists with the AC meth

od is somewhat less than the agreement found in other studies. In simi
" 

.lar sVldies the oercentage of agreement between the two aging methods 

was found to be 58 oercent (Gilhert and Stolt 1970), and 72 oercent 

(Boozer 1970). Kerwin and Mitchell (1971), working with oronghorn 

(Antelocaora americana), found a 60-;:>ercent agreement between the two 

technioues. A significant factor in this study, however, is the prac

tice of Kans8s biologists of not aging deer older th~n 3.5 years. This 

'0:0')10 orob~bly have a tendency to lessen the agreement figl1re due to 

~he lack of the Kansas biologists' experience in aging older deer. 
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Limitations of TWO Method and Advantages of AC Method 

Ages assigned for each of the 59 deer by the five biologists 

(Appendix A) also reveal the variations in aging by the TWO method. 

The total of the ages assigned by one biologist (A) was 294 years for 

the 59 deer, while another biologist's (E) total was 240 years. This 

range between the.two of 54 years represents almost one year of 

difference for each deer aged. These variations in individual 

interpretation point out the lack of reliability and consistency in 

the TWO method of aging. 

In addition to the limitations of the TWO method as an aging tech

nique, there is also the problem of maintaining stations to check the 

deer brought in by hunters. Such stations are costly and also require 

that the men running each station be absent from their previously as

signed duties during the deer hunting seasons. 

Another problem, especially serious in Kansas, is the great num

ber of access roads and travel routes in the state. It is difficult 

to locate check stations at points where a sufficient number of deer 

may be checked. If an insufficient number of deer are reported, the 

data received have only a limited value. 

During the 1971 firearms deer season, specially prepared envelopes 

were sent to all hunters and hunters were asked to remove the primary 

incisors from any deer they killed. During the 1971 season, 2,568 deer 

were harvested in Kansas. Hunters returned the incisors of 2,314 of 

the animals, a response of 90 percent. This was, of course, a more 

than adequate number of teeth for a valid sample. From these incisors, 

970 were aged by the AC method in less than two months by two researchers 

working for app~oximately 400 hours. 
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Due to the high oercentage of resoonse from successful hunters, 

the relatively short time requireo to process the teeth, and the ac

curacy of the AC method, the Kansas Forestry Fish and Game Commission 

has decided to abandon deer check stations for the 1972 season (Peahody 

1972). All ages will be determined by the AC method. 

One of the most imoortant features of oopulation dynamics of a 

deer herd is the afe strl1cture. It is a reli8ble indicator of a herd's 

oroductivi ty in a given area and age stI"'lcture is the basis for m;my of 

. 
the biologist's management recommendations. 

In K~nsas, the optimum age ratio of a season's deer harvest is as 

follows: 50 to 60 oercent, 1.5 year old oeer; 20 to 25 Dercent, 2.5 

.. year old deer, with the remainder being 3.5 years and older (?e~body 

1972). Should an area show a substantially higher oercent of 1.5 year 

010 deer harvested it would serve as an indication that a reduction of 

h,mting oreSS1Jre in this area is warranted. Conversely, if the age 

strJlcture of an .area was to show few deer 1. 5 years of age and less, it 

would ir.dicate poor productivity or a Door survival rate. The wildlife 

biologist might then choose to maKe such an area a "bucks only" hunting 

area, or he might wish to determine if other factors such as disease 

are inhibiting Drod1Jction. 

For whatever ')1Jroose the biologist 11ses age data, the more accurate 

his information, the more aCC11rate are his management recomrnendations. 

BeCl11JSe of variations in 8~e results when 11sing the T~'D method, 'Jll1S 

the tendency of over-8ging YOl1ng deer and under-aging older ones, it 

would aooear that snch data could bias the information the wildlife 

biologist receives. The greater reliability of the AC method can, there

fore, be of great significance to the wildlife hiologist. 

• 
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Ground sections from white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianns) 

a;1G m111e deer (Odocoile1Js hernionns) incisors from Kansas were examined 

for annular rings. Ages for 60 deer were aetermined in this manner and 

com~ared to ages assigned by five biologists using the tooth wear and 

develoDment metnod. Comparison of these data revealed that biologists 

tenced to over-estimate the ages of young deer ana under-estimate the 

ages, of older deer when comoared to ages determined by the AC method. 

The oercentages of agreement of the biologists with the AC method de

creased as ages increased, with the biologists being in agreement with 

the annuli count ages in 53 oercent of the sa'r1"81e. An addi tional 970 

deer, not included in t~lis Stlldy were aged by this technique. 

Annl1li count ages are- generally easy to determine, but in some 

cases inter")retation can be difficult. In some ground sections divided 

or joined dark annuli were observed in males and females from both 

s"Jecies. There is also a lack of concllJsive evidence as to the time 

of year in which the dark line is formed. 

As opoosed to the tooth wear and aevelopment method, the annuli 

count technique is Ql1icker, less expensive and more accurate. It 

is also easily adaotahle to a large hunter response. Because of 

these advantages, the deer harvested in the 1972 Kansas firearms 

season will be agea exclusively by the AC method. 
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TA BLE I If. COffi9arison of ages assigned by biologists to annuli COllnt 
ages. Ac - Annuli count age; A through E - Biologists. 
-
2.~ YEAR OLD DEER 

JAW 
# Ac A B C D E 

2 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 
5 2.5 3.5 3.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 
7 2.5 3.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 3.5 

13 2.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 2.5 2.5 
16 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 
18 2.5 3.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 
28 2.5 2.5 3.5 2.5 2.5 3.5 
3~ 2.5 3.5 2.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 
LO 2.5 2.5 3.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 
Le 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 
50 2.5 2.5 3.5 2.5 2~5 2.5 
55 2.5 3.5 3.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 
56 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 

TOTAL 32.5 38.5 38.5 3L.5 33.5 35.5 

3.5 YEAR OLD DEER 

JAW 
If Ac A B C D E 

1 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 
~ 3.5 L.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 

1U 3.5 L.5 L.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 
lL 3.5 3.5 3.5 L.5 3.5 3.5 
15 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 
19 3.5 3..5 L.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 
20 3.5 3.5 L.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 
21 3.5 L: .5 L.5 L.5 L.5 3-~5 

23 3.5 3.S 3.5 3.5 3.5 L.5 
~L '< ~ 3.5 L.5 3.5 3.5 L.5~.J 

:l .~25 3.5 3.5 L.5 L.5 3.5 
2f 3.5 L.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 
35 3.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 
37 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 
3R 3.5 L.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.~ 

Ll 3.5 L.S L.5 L.5 L.S L. ; 
l2 3.5 L.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 
L7 3.5 3.5 2.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 
L5 3.5 2.5 3.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 
1.,9 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 L.5 
32 3.5 3.5 L.5 3.5 2.5 3.5 

TOTAL 73.5 78.5 78.5 75.5 73.5 75.5 
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TA~LE- IV. Contle. 

JAW 
# Ac A B C D E 

L.5 YEAR OLD DEER 

L 
9 

12 
'P
--' 

3L 
39 
L3 
4L 
3~ 
57 
54 

L.~ 

4.5 
L.5 
L.5 
L.5 
L.5 
4.5 
L.5 
4.5 
L.5 
L.5 

L.5 
5.5 
5.5 
6.,
)j.5 
5.5 
7.5 
6.5 
4.5 
L.5 
5.5 

5.5 
L.5 
5.5 
6.5 
L.5 
4.5 
6.5 
5.5 
3.5 
4.5 
3.5 

L.5 
4.5 
L.5 
5.5 
.~ .5 
5.5 
L.5 
L.5 
3.5 
3.5 
3.5 

L.5 
L.5 
5.5 
f.5 
4.5 
L.5 
5.5 
5.5 
L.5 
3.5 
4.5 

L.5 
3.5 
L.5 
5.5 
3.5 
L.5 
6.5 
4.5 
4.5 
3.5 
3.5 

TOTAL 49.5 60.5 54.5 47.5 53.5 48.5 

5.5 YEAR OLD DEER 

J~W 

# Ac A B C D E 

.. 

17 
29 
58 

5.5 
5.5 
5.5 

7.5 
7.5 
6.5 

6.5 
L.5 
6.5 

4.5 
5.5 
5.5 

5.5 
6.5 
5.5 

5.5 
5.5 
4.5 

TOTAL 16.5 21.5 17.5 15.5 17 .5 15.5 

6.5 YEAR OLD DEER 

JAW 
H Ac A B C D E 

6 
11 
22 
JG 
L8 
31 

6.5 
f ~ 
,~ • .? 
6.5 
6.5 
6.3 
6.5 

10.5 
10.5 
6.5 
9.5 
5.5 
8.5 

8.5 
8.5 
5.5 
8.5 
5.5 
6.5 

7.5 
7.5 
5.5 
6.5 
3.5 
6.5 

8.5 
7.5 
5.5 
7.5 
4.5 
7.5 

7.5 
6.5 
4.5 
6.5 
3.5 
5.5 

TOTAL 39 51 43 37 L1 34 

7.5 YEAR OLD DEER 

JAW 
# Ac A B C D E 

53 
';2 

7.5 
7.5 

6.5 
7.5 

5.5 
7.5 

5.5 
6.5 

5.5 
f.5 

L.5 
5.5 
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TABLt: IV. Contlo. 

JAW 
# Ac A B C D E 

8.5	 YEAR OLD DEER 

8 p.5 9.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 6.5 
q 5 . 59 ' . 8.5 7.5 h.5 7.5 5.5 

TOTAL 16 15 15 1e 15 12 

13.5 YEAR OLD DEER 

JAW 
# Ac A B C D E 

60 13.5 10.5 9.5 9.5 11.5 7.5 

TOTAL 
ALL AGES * 258 294 271 247 259 240 

*Does not include 1.5 year old deer 
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